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Between a Rock and a Hard Place
Working Through Depression
Depression: noun Severe, typically prolonged, feelings of despondency and dejection,
typically felt over a period of time and accompanied by feelings of hopelessness
and inadequacy.
(source: the Oxford (online) Dictionary)
As Americans, it is common to feel like we are supposed to be happy. TIME magazine* recently announced
“Americans are wired to be happy”, and reminded us that we made the pursuit of happiness “a central
mandate of the national character” when we declared it a basic human right.
With so much emphasis placed on feeling good, it should come as no surprise that when we don’t feel
happy, we may feel like something is wrong.
In fact, when we feel lonely, inadequate or disheartened as we search for meaning in our lives, our friends
and family and even professionals often encourage us to strive to feel good again - as soon as possible whether through distractions (shopping, media and superficial social connections, etc) or pain relievers
(drugs, alcohol, food). It is rare to receive sympathy and support to simply feel our discomfort as we reflect,
contemplate, grow, and become stronger and more capable through a natural and important process.
When we experience painful emotions we often feel alone. Sometimes we think we are the only person
who feels this sad, hurt, alone or lost. However, people all over the world experience these difficult feelings.
Painful emotions are not bad; they are actually powerful guides to self-fulfillment.
• They help us clarify our values.
• They help us find meaning in our lives and see our unique perspective and qualities.
• They allow us to stop moving forward for a moment so we can reflect and think critically.
• They can motivate us through tough spots to more deliberately plot out our life course.
• They help us understand the suffering of others; and realize that we are not alone when we suffer.
All of our emotions - the pleasant ones and the difficult ones - are vital for our well-being!
We will most likely feel grief, loss, powerlessness, disrespected, compromised, inauthentic, abandoned,
anxious, overwhelmed, unworthy, melancholy, or even a sense of hopelessness at some point in our lives,
yet none of us will experience depression in the same way as anyone else. The good news is: we can work
through most forms of depression without drugs. Everything we need is either already in our possession or
can be found in the natural world around us.
There are many books, classes, groups, articles, and television shows on depression. The content of this
brief document does not support or refute any existing information. Our sole intention here is to reinforce a
positive and enabling perspective about growing through tough emotions rather than denying them through
distractions or pain relievers. We grow in important ways through our human challenges.
Depression is related to our thinking; our perception of our memories, our fears, our failures, our hopes. It’s
mostly a modern illness and has been growing consistently since the industrial age which, paradoxically, is
celebrated for making our lives easier. According to Dr. Stephen Ilardi, author of The Depression Cure,
indigenous cultures – who are dedicated to living in connection to their environment and to each other – do
not experience depression.
When we feel sad, hopeless or depressed, we often feel like we don’t have a choice in how we experience
these feelings….but we almost always do. We can’t eliminate depression by pretending we can ‘let it go’
without effort. We begin to rise out of it by looking at our situation through a different perspective. We can
see different perspectives by considering philosophical, psychological and sociological concepts. This
sounds rather ‘academic’, but we’ve been using techniques identified in these fields of study everyday since
we were very young.
* TIME magazine: July 8, 2013
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Below are just a few of these perspectives that we use everyday:
Pessimism vs Optimism: (inspired by Dr. Martin Seligman)
Optimism noun Hopefulness and confidence about the future or the successful outcome of
something.
(source: the Oxford (online) Dictionary)
Pessimism noun A tendency to see the worst aspect of things or believe that the worst will
happen; a lack of hope or confidence in the future.
(source: the Oxford (online) Dictionary)

Optimists believe that tough times are temporary, that hurdles build character and that most problems are
surmountable. An optimistic perspective uses a Specific, External and Temporary lens (see below). We are
optimists when we can see solutions, and also when we realize situations will change and beneficial
opportunities will again present themselves.
Optimism is a tool with a certain clear set of benefits: it fights depression, it promotes achievement and
produces better health.
~ Dr. Martin Seligman
Pessimists focus on what’s wrong and what’s difficult; they believe they are victims. They blame others for
their situation. They believe that they are inadequate to fend off tough times, which are constantly
threatening. A pessimistic perspective looks through a Permanent, Personal, and Pervasive (PPP) lens. We
are pessimists when we believe we are incapable of doing whatever it is we need / want to do, when we
blame outside forces for our situation or experience, when we want to give up, and when we believe we
cannot create the life we want.
The difference between Optimistic (SET) vs. Pessimistic (PPP) perspectives:
Pervasiveness: Specific (I’m great at fixing bikes.) vs. Universal (I can fix things.)
Personal:
External (I have no luck.) vs. Internal (I have no talent.)
Permanence: Temporary (I am not good at this right now.) vs Permanent (I am bad at this.)
Hope:
Hopeful (I’ll be able to fix this.) vs. Hopeless (It can’t be fixed. I have to buy a new one.)
Each perspective can be interpreted as a personal belief system; a self-fulfilling prophesy. Most of us are
both pessimists and optimists, depending on the situation and our perception of our capabilities. Just as we
can pick up good habits and let go of bad habits, so, too, can we learn to be optimistic and to drop
pessimism.
And as with any habit, we can improve our ability and change our perspective over time by staying focused
on meaning, values, and the long-term results.
To lift ourselves out of depression, and switch from a pessimistic to an optimistic perspective, we need to
have faith.
Filters of Faith:
Faith noun Complete trust or confidence in someone or something
(source: the Oxford (online) Dictionary)

We have faith when we believe in something even when we don’t have proof.
Example: I have faith that I will get to the grocery store without getting into an accident.
Faith itself does not require belief in a particular religion; but belief in any religion requires faith!
To switch from a pessimistic perspective to an optimistic one, we need to have faith that optimism will help
us reach our goal; and that pessimism is not how things really are. Remember The Little Engine That
Could? “I think I can, I think I can.” We are capable of doing very difficult things!
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Can you believe
• that you have inherent worth, and that you are as important and valuable as everyone else?
• that your situation, problem or feeling is temporary?
• that a series of complex circumstances is what brought you to this point; not who you are?
• that all things change?…and that your situation is temporary and you will be able to get through it?
• that you have the power to change your attitude, your perception and your opportunities?
Dr. Stephen Ilardi, author of The Depression Cure, has been inspired by studying the resilience found in
aboriginal groups who rarely suffer from depression. He suggests we integrate the following six elements
into our lifestyle. Try the item that feels the most comfortable for you…and after a while add another. After
a week or so, reflect on how you feel. Then add a 3rd and reflect on that experience, etc.
1. The Omega-3-Rich Diet Sources of omega-3 essential fatty acids include fish, kidney and pinto beans,
soybeans, canola and flaxseed oils, walnuts and vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts,
kale, spinach, and salad greens.
2. Exercise Dr. Stephen Ilardi says: Even moderate physical activity - brisk walking three times a week has been shown in two landmark studies to fight depression as effectively as Zoloft. Simply put: exercise
changes the brain. You can start with small increments of time. Make exercise one of your healthy habits!
3. Plenty of natural sunlight: Get outside, even when it’s cloudy. Sunlight supports the creation of
vitamin D, a necessary nutrient for mental health and strong bones.
4. Quality Sleep: Sun, fresh air, exercise, and fully engaging in life will help you get a good night’s sleep.
5. Social Connections: One of our most basic human needs is belonging. Calls and letters with family and
friends, participating in team sports and/or book clubs, volunteering and helping others all contribute to the
feeling we belong and are cared about. Another basic need is independence. Remember to take thoughtful
and creative time just for you, then you can share your thoughtful and creative self with others!
6. Participation in Meaningful Tasks that leave little time for negative thoughts. Consider concepts in
philosophy. Another basic human need is having a sense of purpose, self-worth, and meaning. We
determine these by our thoughts; we demonstrate them through our actions.
Inspiration from great thinkers:
“Participating in meaningful tasks” has been a central theme to many philosophers, psychotherapists and
other great thinkers, and has played an important role in of the process of reducing or transforming suffering
for thousands of years.
Buddhism, a 2500 year old philosophy practiced like a religion, focuses on creating a meaningful life to
alleviate suffering. By studying Buddhist ideas, we can learn to understand why we suffer. People can
participate in any religion and still benefit from The Four Noble Truths:
First Noble Truth: To live is to experience physical and psychological suffering. We have to endure physical
suffering like sickness, injury, tiredness, old age and eventually death; we have to endure psychological
suffering like loneliness, frustration, fear, embarrassment, disappointment, anger, etc.
Second Noble Truth: All suffering is caused by craving. (Getting what you want does not guarantee
happiness / satisfaction) Rather than constantly struggling to get what you want, try to modify your
wanting. Wanting deprives us of contentment and happiness.
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The Third Noble Truth: Suffering can be overcome and happiness attained.
The Fourth Noble Truth: The Path leading to the overcoming of suffering. This path is called the Noble
Eightfold Path and consists of Perfect Understanding, Perfect Thought, Perfect Speech, Perfect Action,
Perfect Livelihood, Perfect Effort, Perfect Mindfulness, and Perfect Concentration.
It’s easy to find out more about Buddhism. Hundreds of books are available.
Some Buddhist authors include: Thich Nat Hanh, Pema Chodron, the 14th Dalai Lama and Alan Watts
Friedrich Nietzsche, the late 19th century German Philosopher offers some bolstering quotes:
• To live is to suffer; to survive is to find some meaning in the suffering.
• He who has a why to live can bear almost any how.
• That which does not kill us makes us stronger.
Victor Frankl – Psychiatrist, neurologist, Holocaust survivor and author of Man’s Search for Meaning has
many empowering thoughts on this topic. Frankl observed that depression is a person’s ‘warning light’ that
something is wrong and needs to be worked through. He believed that each of us needs to identify a
purpose in life to feel positively about (meaning), and then immersively imagine that outcome. According to
Frankl, the way a prisoner imagined the future affected his longevity.
The one thing you can’t take away from me is the way I choose to respond to what you do to me.
The last of one’s freedoms is to choose one’s attitude in any given circumstance.
He believed that meaning can be found through:
• Creativity and self-expression
• Interacting authentically with others and with our environment
• Changing our attitude when we are faced with a situation or circumstance we cannot change
More recently, Dr. Martin Seligman, considered the father of the Positive Psychology movement, professor
emeritus at Pennsylvania State University, and author of many books on improving one’s quality of life,
believes that meaning and character play an important role in creating a satisfying life. Seligman articulated
an account of the good life, which consists of five elements called the PERMA model:
P: Positive Emotion
For us to experience well-being, we need positive emotion in our lives. Any positive emotion like
peace, gratitude, satisfaction, pleasure, inspiration, hope, curiosity, or love falls into this category –
and the message is that it's really important to enjoy yourself in the here and now, just as long as the
other elements of PERMA are in place.
E: Engagement
When we're truly engaged in a situation, task, or project, we experience a state of flow: time seems
to stop, we lose our sense of self, and we concentrate intensely on the present. This feels really
good! The more we experience this type of engagement, the more likely we are to experience
well-being.
R: Positive Relationships
As humans, we are "social beings," and good relationships are core to our well-being. Time and
again, we see that people who have meaningful, positive relationships with others are happier than
those who do not. Relationships really do matter!
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M: Meaning
Meaning comes from serving a cause bigger than ourselves. Whether this is a specific deity or
religion, or a cause that helps humanity in some way, we all need meaning in our lives to have a
sense of well-being.
A: Accomplishment/Achievement
Many of us strive to better ourselves in some way, whether we're seeking to master a skill, achieve a
valuable goal, or win in some competitive event. As such, accomplishment is another important thing
that contributes to our ability to flourish.
Quotes by Dr. Seligman:
•
•
•

•
•

We're not prisoners of the past.
Just as the good life is something beyond the pleasant life, the meaningful life is beyond the good life.
We deprive our children, our charges, of persistence. What I am trying to say is that we need to fail,
children need to fail, we need to feel sad, anxious and anguished. If we impulsively protect ourselves
and our children, as the feel-good movement suggests, we deprive them of learning-persistence skills
Self-esteem cannot be directly injected. It needs to result from doing well, from being warranted.
Habits of thinking need not be forever. One of the most significant findings in psychology in the last
twenty years is that individuals can choose the way they think.

Positive self-talk you can try on to see if it fits: Life is meaningful and engaging and human, even when
it’s hard. I will get through this, just like I’ve been able to get through so many other difficult things.
We need: Food, air, water. These components will help to keep our bodies running, but our mind is a
necessary part of our bodies and our mind is programmed with needs of its own.
We also need: To feel we are valuable. We need to be around others and to feel like we belong. At the
same time, we need our independence! Being on our own helps us feel strong, capable, creative and
unique.
Depression can happen when we don’t believe we can change the course of our lives.
It can also happen when we feel we are incapable of doing things for ourselves.
Sometimes the source of suffering can come from our relationships to others. We may feel we don’t fit in, or
we are being used, or we feel like we are not valuable to others.
Sometimes we feel like all we need is a partner/lover/other intimate relationship to feel better about
ourselves, but others cannot fill our inner void. Relationships can be supportive and beneficial; and they can
also deplete our power and resources and challenge our self-worth. We must consider: what must I give
and what do I gain by maintaining this relationship? Is it worth the cost? Am I valued, honored and
respected? Can I offer the same? Remember:
•

All relationships involve choices, compromises, and commitments (investments).

•

We must weigh the degree to which we are willing to give up our authenticity and individuality to
belong to a group or commit to an intimate relationship:
◦ Do we raise the bar so high that no one is ‘good enough’ to be around us?
◦ Do we drop the bar so low that we find we are involved with people who don’t share our values,
don’t value us, or even abuse us or take us for granted?
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Manufactured Desires
An especially tricky part to all of this is recognizing when marketers, TV personalities and even close family
and friends try to influence our values, needs and desires to fit their motives or goals.
If we look deeper into our suffering we can find that some of the things we suffer from do not originate from
our values, our needs or our desires, but are manufactured ‘needs’ as a result of the media’s attempt to
homogenize our fears and desires through news, TV shows, slick advertising and emotionally appealing
marketing.
We are told we are inadequate, unsafe, unhealthy, and unattractive unless we purchase certain products,
desire to look and think a certain way, or buy into fear. TV ‘experts’ are often just sales people wearing lab
coats.
We take command of our lives when we raise our awareness and think critically about their intent. Do they
really know what’s best for us? When we know our core values, we can refer to them and hold them up to
their attempts to influence our decisions. When we maintain control of our lives we feel strong, and when we
feel strong, it is much harder to feel depressed and powerless. We are too busy driving our ship!
When we examine our core values, we realize that we know what’s best for us. Our core values are
necessary for healthy living; they help us make good decisions, gain confidence and fully engage our
abilities.
Getting through…moment by moment…can be the hardest part. But we can do it!
Tips to encourage you during depression:
• Try to remember that how you are feeling is temporary and just your momentary perception, like a
cloudy day seems to have no sun. The sun is there; we can have faith it will again brighten our day.
• Read uplifting and motivating books, articles, and Daily Motivators (www.greatday.com)
• Drink lots of water
• Start with small achievable goals and stay focused
• Talk with someone about your experience. Remember: you are not alone.
• Eat fruit, vegetables, and food high in Essential Fatty Acids
• Exercise outdoors! Get fresh air, sunlight and breathe deeply!
• Get involved in a meaning-filled, social activity such as volunteering to support your community.
• Have FAITH in yourself! You can conquer your depression and engage in life in a positive way!
Recommended reading:
Man’s Search for Meaning……………...Viktor Frankl PH.D
Learned Optimism and Flourish……......Martin Seligman, PH.D
The Depression Cure…………………....Dr. Stephen Ilardi
Plato, not Prozac!...................................Lou Marinoff, PH.D
Books on Buddhism…………………..…Thich Nat Hanh, Pema Chodron, Allan Watts and many more
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